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Details of Visit:

Author: Figo
Location 2: South Kensington
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 28 Feb 2013 8.30pm
Duration of Visit: 1
Amount Paid: 200
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Max's Angels
Website: http://www.maxeslondonescorts.co.uk
Phone: 02071000300

The Premises:

Well known apartments in South Kensington. Tidy but beginning to look tired. Tiny rooms and
facilities, but more than big enough for a bed. Very safe.

The Lady:

Gorgeous. Katie is a stunner. Very pretty, lovely eyes and smile with great body. Fantastic,
accommodating attitude.

The Story:

Running (literally) late, so rushed in, handed Katie the bottle of champagne to open whilst I
showered. I came out wrapped in a towel, she was wearing very sexy black underwear and
stockings. A brief chink of glasses, then DFK to get the fires stoked, Katie started peeing off layers,
hers and mine, then on to her knees for same ball-aching OWO. I sat on the edge of the bed whilst
she sucked, looking into my eyes and occasionally rubbing my cock between her fantastic tits. Onto
the bed for some cowgirl, reverse and straightforward 'on her back' pounding. Looking over her
shoulder into the mirror watching my cock slide in and out of her pussy was a sight to behold! I
needed to slow the pace so suggested more oral which Katie happily obliged, although it did
nothing for my heart rate. Some great deep-throat and mouth fucking. Loved it! Going into the home
straight I wanted to come inside this gorgeous girl, so me on top with her legs wrapped round me
and her tits bouncing wonderfully. Needless to say, I came, as deep as I could go.

This is a great agency which sets the bar high and boy does Katie deliver.
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